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SOCIETY AFFAIRS 
At this time of the year propagation on the DX bands favours a QSO with those members who live 

at the Antipodes, the VKs and ZLs, and across the Pacific from them, the W6s and W7s. So why not 
an activity weekend to stimulate QSOs between members in those far off lands and us here in Europe? 

I have written off to the VK and ZL stations, and those in the Far East, and Cyril GW3ASW (559) 
has written off to the Ws and VEs to let them know what is planned, just in case they do not receive 
their copy of Mercury in good time. So we are all set for an ACTIVITY WEEKEND, starting on 26th 
February at 0800 GMT, and finishing on Monday morning the 28th at 0800 hrs GMT. The Monday 
morning finish will give us three mornings to attempt a QSO with the VK and ZL stations. Operation 
on SSB, CW, and RTTY to be conducted on the RSARS frequencies shown on the CONTENTS 
PAGE of this edition. The object of the exercise is to stimulate interest in the RSARS Awards 
scheme. Check logs can be submitted to me at HQ showing station worked/heard and time of QSO. A 
small prize will be sent to the owner of the best operator log and best SWL log. Gud luck. 

D.H. Adams, GW3VBP, in his capacity as the Hon, Secretary of The Barry College of Further 
Education Radio Society (phew!) wrote the following:- 'I am writing to The Royal Signals Amateur 
Radio Society as the logical successors to the Royal Engineers who helped Marconi in 1897. It is 
unthinkable that the 75th anniversary of the birth of radio communication should be celebrated 
without RSARS participation'. 

I have written to GW3VBP to tell him that RSARS Headquarters Station will be operating on the 
following bands: Top Band to Ten, and in addition, on Two metres from the 14th to the 21st May 
1972 using the special station call-sign GB3RCS. A special QSL card will be issued to mark the 
occasion.  

In addition to GB3RCS it is anticipated that a series of commemorative stations will be set up in 
different parts of the world at various times during 1972. The stations taking part are to be linked by a 
special award to be issued by The Barry College of Further Education.......... More info in the spring 
Mercury. 

Tony Taberrer G3WRY (540), our printer, was busy at the end of the summer reorganising the 
interior of his house under the watchful eye of his XYL. In the process his printing machine had to be 
stripped and moved. The disruption caused a considerable delay in the delivery of overprinted QSL 
cards to those members who had placed orders at that time, in addition a backlog of orders built up. 
This has now been reduced. Tony apologises for the delay that occurred and I apologise to Tony for 
sending him two orders every time he finished one. It was due to those wicked members who placed 
orders at the critical time. The only person smiling is the Treasurer, Gordon Titchmarsh. 

At the present time we are running a series of articles on test equipment written by G5YN. The last 
part of this appreciation will appear in the Spring Mercury. Those who have followed the series will 
not be surprised to learn that G5YN received from the President (at the AGM) a plaque presented to 
the writer of the best article published in Mercury during 1971, in fact he did better than give us an 
article, he gave us a series. Congratulations Sir Evan. 
 
Congratulations are also in order for G3BID, Edgar Wagner (381) who received, from the RSGB, the 
Calcutta Key, which was presented to Edgar for outstanding services to the cause of international 
friendship through the medium of Amateur Radio. Congratulations Edgar. 
 
Finally may I, on behalf of HQ staff, thank all those members who sent greetings over the Christmas 
and New Year period and wish all members a happy and prosperous New Year, and plenty of DX. 

DE Bill Graham. G3KPQ 331. 
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NEW MEMBERSHIP DETAILS 
Society membership approaches 1000 

FROM BLANDFORD HQ STAFF 
THE SOCIETY WELCOMES THE FOLLOWING NEW MEMBERS 

WHO HAVE JOINED US SINCE THE LAST EDITION OF 'MERCURY' 

RSARS No.           
         DETAILS 
 854 G3ZEE, George Hood, 18, Gill Way, Selsey, Sussex. 
 855 BRS 24814, Douglas Rands, 42, Bishopsfield, Harlow, Essex. 
 856 Captain Jack Cresswell(CCF), 4, Hall Street, Hoyland, Nr. Barnsley, Yorks. 
 857 G6LV, Hurbert Wright, 1, Parc-an-Challow, Green Lane, Penryn, Cornwall. 
 858 Graham R. Barnes, Judde House, Tonbridge, Kent. 
 859 G3NUT,  John Chapman, 41, Wakefield Drive, Leasowe, Wirral, Cheshire. 
 860 Russell John Rogers, (ex-VS1BJ), 63, Ebrington Ave., Solihull, Warwickshire. 
 861 Guy Hamilton Dean, 31, Northfield Road, Ringwood, Hants. 
 862 G5LZ, Arthur Gwinn, 40, Wellington Ave., Highcliffe, Christchurch, Hants. 
 863 A7537, Steven J.E. Walker, 48, Caver Hill Road, High Wycombe, Bucks. 
 864  VK2OK, Major John Talbot Lake, PO Box 132, Macksville, NSW 2447, Australia. 

  865 G4AOF, New House, Oundle, Peterborough, Northhants. 
 866 G2DWN, Sidney Hibbert, 102, York Street, Edgeley, Stockport, Cheshire. 
 867 Mark John Turvey, Thorton 'A', Christs Hospital, Horsham, Sussex. 
 868 G3YJO, Martin Nicholas Sweeting, 72, Dartmouth Park Hill, London N19. 
 869 G2FWA, Edgar Janes, 'Hillside' Bushcombe Lane, Woodmancote, Cheltenham, 
  Glos., GL52 4QL. 
 870 Andrew James Parks, 43, Dunkirk Road, Birkdale, Lancs. 
 871 GW3VBP,  Danial Hywel Adams, 49, Colcot Road, Barry, Glamorgan. CF6 8BP. 
 872 G3AQC, 11, Elsenwood Cresdent, Camberley , Surrey. 
 873 GM3WFT, The Old Manse, Kirkmichael, Blairgowrie, Perthshire, Scotland. 
 874 G2BUC, Norman Henry Clark, 28, Greencroft, Romiley, Near Stockport, Cheshire. 
 875 G8FLF, Cpl. Donald Henry Hagger, 3, Riverside, Chelmsford, Essex. 
 876 Cpl. Keith Douglas Hewlett, 12, Green Lane, Bevere, Worcester. WR3  7QG. 
 877 VK2BZ, Col. Edward Mulholland, 1, RTB, Kapooka, NSW, Australia 2661. 
 879 BRS 31551, 11, Charlton Ave., Shelton-Lock, Derby, DE2 9EH. 
 880 Peter V.G. Howes, (CCF NET 34B(4)), Signals Sqn., Alleyns School CCF, 
  Towenley Road, London SE22. 
 881 G3ZCV, Norman F. Harper, 42, Saxville Road, St. Pauls Cray, Orpington,  
  Kent, BR5 3AW. 
 882 VK2AND, 14, Stuart Street, Longueville, NSW, Australia, 2066. 
 883 G4ASW, Michael Yorke, Flat2, 3, Avenue Road, The Causeway, Staines, 
  Middlesex. 
 884 G4AKN, Gerald W. Adams, 42, Orchard Avenue, Berkhamsted, Herts. 
 885 Adrian K. Midgley, (CCF NET 38C),Dickson House, King William College,  
  Castletown, Isle of Man. 
 886 GM3HXK, 46, Devonshire Road, Aberdeen AB1 6XR, Scotland. 
 887 GM3VJW, John Finlay Mackintosh, 13, BeachgroveTerrace, Aberdeen AB2 4DR. 
 888 G3PRN, Leslie Francis Cox, 26, Little Pynchons, Harlow, Essex. 
 889 G4AGR, 13, Southbrook, Sawbridgeworth, Herts. 

 890 G8QZ, Henry Oliver Sills, 29, Briar Gate, Long Eaton, Nottingham NG10 4BN 
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AMENDMENTS 

The following members have notified HQ of their new addresses: 
 021 G3OAZ John Randall, 9, Appledore Close, Eastbourne, Sussex. 
 031 G3OFV D.A.C. Jack, 48/5, North Gyle Grove,Edinburgh. 
 046 G3EKL Capt. R.A. Webb, Officers Mess, 3 Div Army Avn Regt, Airfield Camp, 
   Netheravon, Wilts. 
 053 G3ZFZ G. Gibson, 1, High Cottages, Killerby, Catterick, Yorks. 
 085 G3PNF Capt.(TOT) D.A. Bowden, 10, Princess Avenue, Knaresborough,  
   Yorks, HG5 0WA. 
 091 G3NZY R. Shelley, Masons Arms Inn, Fishergate, York. 
 122 G3RUS Major l. Beaumont, Skerne Brae, 39, Lake Side, Darlington. 
 133 G3RFI P.F. Scottorn, D.W.S. Wireless Station, Crowborough, Sussex. 
 137 G3PDS W. Lawrence, 30, Hernehurst, Quinton, Birmingham B32 1RP. 
 186 G3EHZ A.H.Wreford, 151, London Road, Braintree, Essex CM7 8PT. 
 240 G3NDJ C. Delhaye, 35, Cokeham Lane, Sompting, Sussex. 
 264 G8BHL WOII (FoS) D. Sugden, 605 Signal Troop, RAF Gan, BFPO 180. 
 309 G3FPC D. Stephenson, 'Racurium Cottage', Town End, Axbridge, Somerset. 
 366 G4AKQ S/Sgt. M. Bernard, 36 Eng Regt RE, Maidstone, Kent. 
 368 G3XUC A. Heohane, 3, Anthony Hill, RAF Benson, Near Oxford. 
 415 VE4AI S.T. Chisholm, 371, Harcourt Street, Winnipeg, Zone12, Manitoba, Canada. 
 420 MP4TCM E. Speller, 22, Queens Gardens, Rainham, Essex. 
 431 VS5PW P.P. White, Askar Melayu Di-Raja Brunei, Berakas Camp, State of Brunei, 
   BFPO 605. 
 460  D. Moir, 47, Sterne Street, London W12 8AB. 
 466 GM3FSV Carl Otto Thomsen, c/o Whitham, 140, Nithsdale Road, Glasgow S1. 
 535 G3UTW G. Chaplin, 5, Brewhouse Hill, Wheathampstead, Herts. 
 569 G3PYN J.A.Birley, 16, Sharman Avenue,Watton, Norfolk. 
 592 G3AUU A.J. Hill, 33, Everest Road, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham, Glos. GL53 9LL. 
 625 G3YEU Barry J. Short, 225 Signal Sqn., BFPO 33. 
 751  John Kendray Rose, 35, Park Street, Wombwell, Nr. Barnsley, Yorks. 
 758  Capt. A.S. Coombes, Carragh House, Kesh, Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh,  
   N. Ireland. 
 775  E.M.P. Farrant, Lezayre Lodge, Sulby, Isle of Man. 
 802 G8FCO Garry Royston Onions, TRA 13-2, 2 Sqn., 8 Sig Regt., Catterick Camp, 
   Yorkshire. 
 806  Gerald Donn, Henri Dunantiaan, 115, Apeldoorn, Holland. 
   (care of G3XSN RSARS 343) 
 880  Peter Victor Graham Howes, 85, Callander Road, Catford, London SE6 2QB 
   (MAIN ADDRESS).  
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John Walker DL5ZU (378) . Has thrown his Mic away and is concentrating on "the art of 
sending CW"……….. "What about a spot of CW working on Saturday and Sunday morning between 
0900 and 1200 hrs……… any takers". (There is a RSARS net on 40 metres on Saturday morning at 
1000 hrs, and there are a lot of RSARS stations active on Sunday mornings, it will not be too long 
before there is a Sunday morning net? Ed.). 

Gary Thomas ZL2AZT (407) . Is due for a three year stint in 9V1 land or possibly three 
years in VK land some time in 1972. The Lions victories against our local and national teams came as 
a blow to New Zealand rugby especially after the crushing defeat at the hands of the Springboks in 
1970.....I am expecting better things from the All Blacks when they visit you in 1972. Here's hoping 
Gary, and thank you for the superb calendar sent to G4RS from "the land of butter and wool". 

 
Harry Whenman DA2XH (469), late of Malta has turned up in BAOR. He has been a "bit 

slack reference amateur radio due to the pressure of work", but he hopes to be more active in the New 
Year. " Ian Morris (435) is with us, so is Heinz DL6AA (379). 
 

R.A. Norrington G3IUD (553).  Main activity is Two Metres CW (144∙023) every 
night at 2200hrs he has a schedule with G2JT in Oldham Lancs. The path length is 275 miles. Since 
they started in June they have only failed to QSO on one occasion up to November. Mike's QTH is 
240 feet above sea level on the Lizard Peninsular in Cornwall.  

He is looking for contacts on 144∙023 (CW) or 144∙32 (AM) from 2230 GMT. Schedules can be 
arranged from 2100 hrs onwards, preferably over 200 miles. 

 
Alan Gibbs VK6PG (843). Wonders if there are any G3's left in the UK Hi. He lives in Western 

Australia close to Sean Ryan. "Perth has a population of 600,000, over half are migrants. There must 
be some RSARS members in that lot? Judging by the number of applications received from VK you 
may be right Alan. Ed. 
 

Doug Rands (855) served in the Corps from 1946 to 1948 at Catterick Camp and in BAOR. His 
gear consists of an Eddystone 840A, a BC 342J (Ex US Sigs Corps). Doug has also built his own 
GDO, VVM, and 160metre DF receiver. To keep everything 'on the ball' he has a Wl181 wavemeter 
of unknown vintage but still accurate.  His Antenna field consists of an 80ft long wire with a loading 
coil in the far end. In addition he has a vertical dipole for 10 metres and a four element Yagi for Two. 
(G3IUD would be interested in a listener report. Ed). 
 

Walter Caughey. (Hon. Life Member No.5)  Is chairman of the Northern Ireland branch 
of the Royal Signals Association. Walter is inactive at the present time having sold his KW2000A,...... 
But the enthusiasm is still there. 
 

Allan Kheohane G3XUC (368).  Another member on the move, Allan, a friend of the 
Ed., is moving from Brockworth in Glos. to Benson Field in Oxfordshire, Allan hopes to have the rig 
on the air from Christmas onwards. 

 
A.L. Browning G8TK (344).  Is suffering the perils of living in an upper flat. He has not 

been active on 80 metres because of TVI which is effecting the television set of an elderly lady living 
in an adjacent flat. The GPO are dealing with the problem…… "You may be interested to know that 
Jack Cooper G3DPS (090) is now a member of CHC/FHC and came in with over 200 credits in 
awards to give him Top 'Honours' Class and the Chapter 8 Plaque. Incidentally Bill Windle G8VG 
(340) also qualifies for Top 'Honours' and the Chapter 8 Plaque". (Quite a number of RSARS 
members are in the Top 'Honours' Class. Ed.)  
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Ron Shelly G3NZY (091).  Is now the landlord at the 'Masons Arms' at Fishergate, in the 
city of York. It is a 25 hour a day job, but Ron remains cheerful having been in the business for a 
number of years he knows what it is all about. 

He will be pleased to see members of the Corps and RSARS members who happen to be passing 
through York………….Bass Charington Best Beers. 

 
Bill Begg, GM13801(624).  Who won the SWL prize during the 10th Anniversary 

Activity Weekend was surprised at the lack of SWL activity and hopes more will join in next time. 
Bill SWL/CHC No.461 and a member of CHC Chapter 8 and Chapter 3 has the HAB gold award 

(2nd issue and 1st GM), in addition he has gained the first GM SWL certificate of merit in the WAB LF 
phone contest 1971. He wants to achieve the all British awards before setting his sights on the DX 
ones. 

 
Mike Harrod (808).  RSARS members living in the Horsham area (Sussex) may like to 

know that the Horsham Amateur Radio Society is now in being and meets at the Guide HQ in Denne 
Road…….lectures and film shows on the 1st Tuesday in each month. Informal meetings every 3rd 
Wednesday in each month at the Star public house………Hic! 

 
Ron McGill G3WZQ (361) . After nearly two years QRT is pleased that plans are afoot to 

purchase a KW2000B. A log book and 500 QSL cards have been ordered, so it looks as if member 
No. 361 will soon be calling "break" on 80 metres. 

 
Wilf Hunter G3JVD (190).  One of our disabled members tells me that he hopes to be 

back on two legs shortly after a year on his seat. He will be learning to walk again during the coming 
year. We wish you the best of luck Wilf. 

 
Ian Stuart G4AUP (689).  Received a Christmas present from the Ministry of Posts and 

telecommunications……… a new call-sign! Ian and his father studied together, and were licensed at 
the same time. Dad's call-sign is G4AVO. At the present time you will find them on Top Band & 80 
metres CW & AM. CONGRATULATIONS Ian and Dad.        

 
***************************** 

 
 FOR SALE 
 
Wanted Urgently Receiver Adaptor, Carrier Frequency Shift No1. Normally used with a modified 
R107 or R209. Consists of two 19" rack mounting panels consisting of Adaptor and mains/battery 
PSU. Units are finished in blue with white lettering. Good price paid - also reward leading to 
purchase. Contact G8EOO .… address inside front cover of Mercury. 
 

Have just been given a brand new Samson "Squeeze Keyer" by a 'doting' Daughter and her Husband 
so have for disposal a brand new EK 9X keyer (same as the one used at HQ stn.). First offer from 
members over £5.00 post free. Amount over must be in excess of a commission of 10% to be donated 
to Society funds. Offers to GW3ASW. Capt. C.R. Mountjoy (Retd) "Pant Villa" 55, Aberdare Road, 
Cwmbach, Aberdare, Glam. South Wales. 
 
Urgently require information on the class D wavemeter, the small one that covers 1⋅9 to 8Mhz. If you 
car, help please send information to Dennis Fennah, 14, Highfield, Hawarden, Deeside, Flintshire 
CH5 3LR. (member No. 848)  
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LETTERS 

The Editor  
Mercury 
Dear Sir,  

In Re Marlborough versus Oundle.  
I hesitate to tangle with such eminent historians as Edgar Wagner and Bill Windle, but feel that the 

following may be of some interest. 
The callsigns 2AL and 2AM were held by Marlborough College OTC in November, 1920 and were 

cancelled in February, 1922, 2AL was then issued to Mr W. Halstead of Thornton-le-Fylde.  
It is not clear when the callsign 2CH was allocated to Oundle but it does not appear to have been 

listed in 1921. 
Yours etc., K.J. Cook.   G2KK RSARS 530 

******************** 
The Editor  
Mercury 
Dear Sir,  

I have now received my new callsign DA2XC, my former callsign was VE3CQH ......Recently  my 
attention was attracted by an article in Wireless World (October 1971), advocating an increase in the 
maximum power in the United Kingdom to put British 'Hams' on a competitive basis with 'Hams' of 
other countries. 

While I appreciate the reasoning, I began wondering if this were not the wrong approach. Since then 
I have written both Wireless World and the Radio Society of Ontario (Canada), advocating a world-
wide move to reduce power to the order of fifty to one hundred watts. 

I think such a move is inevitable and, now, necessary, and suggest that amateurs propose this policy 
before national governments force it upon us. 

Having lived, on and off, near to the high power stations of the U.S. and Canada I sympathise with 
the 'Hams' of Great Britain and Germany who subsist an considerably less power than 'Hams' 
elsewhere. 

I am at Seckenheim, Germany and hope to remain here for three years. This will give me an 
opportunity of hooking up with Des G3ONU (076)……… last time I worked him I was mobiling on 
the highway east of Toronto in 1967. Hi.  

Thanks for a consistently interesting publication. 

            
  73, 
            
   DE  Chuck Hooker DA2XC (Ex VE3CQH, Ex DL2AD) RSARS 
67. 

*********************** 
The Editor 
MERCURY 
Dear Sir, 

May I encroach upon your valuable space to express my thanks to those present at the A.G.M. for 
their kindness in presenting me with the Courtenay-Price trophy. 

In 1967 the Society did me the honour of making me an Honorary Member, now you have added 
this further award. To one who, hibernating in these northern hills, considers himself merely one of 
many hundreds of members, this is all rather overwhelming. 

Thankyou gentlemen. 
Yours sincerely 
 
 

 John E. Hodgkins  G3EJF 
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96, George Street, 
Basingstoke, Hants. 
26 Nov. 1971  

Dear Sir, 
Perhaps you will be good enough to print the following in the next issue of MERCURY. 
"Many thanks to G2IO, 3BY, 3EJF, 4QX, 5FG, 6QM, 8VG, 8AQT, and A.N. Other who have been 

kind enough to send stamps for the Bedfast Club. 
These have been added to those handed over to me by Nobby, G3VUC/RSARS, and all are in 

process of being sorted. 
Unfortunately, neither Nobby nor myself have been able to find a market for the common U.K. 

varieties so these were separated from the remainder by G3YZE/RAIBC and donated to the Muscular 
Dystrophy organisation - the favourite charity of the late G3MIS/RAIBC who died in July last. 

The stamps now in my care will be packeted and sold at Mobile Rallies and Exhibitions (as was 
done at the 1970 RSGB Exhibition) all proceeds going to the Bedfast Club funds. 
 For the future, I would make the following suggestions : 

(i) Only foreign stamps, UK regional & commemorative issues and old stamps be sent. These 
are the ones we can turn into cash. The common UK stamps could best be donated to a local 
charity, thus saving postage. 

(ii) All stamps should be used and in saleable condition, but need not be removed from their 
backing paper. Save your stamps until you have enough to make it worthwhile sending them 
(4ozs weight can be sent for the lowest UK Letter Post rate.) Use 2nd-Class post; it's 
cheaper! 

(iii) Put your call-sign or name on the envelope so that I can acknowledge receipt in 
MERCURY. 

Please keep the stamps coming. The Bedfast Club celebrates its 18th Anniversary in February l972 and 
our 400 members, in 13 countries, appreciate the interest you show in their welfare. 

Should you wish to have a closer connection with the Club you can be enrolled as either a supporter 
or Local Representative. There is a monthly magazine RADIAL which will be sent to you in return 
for the small subscription asked. 

And, if you know of a handicapped licensed amateur or shortwave listener who is not already a 
member, they too will be welcomed. 
Enquiries and applications should be sent, with a stamped, addressed envelope, to the Hon. Secretary: 

Mrs. Frances Woolley, G3LWY, 
Woodsclose.  

Panselwood, WINCANTON, Somerset. 
 

With thanks. 

Sincerely, 
Allan Herridge , G3IDG. 

RAIBC Supporter/RSARS 024, 
**********************************************************************************
*** 

When writing to HQ always quote your RSARS membership number Tnx 

Make a card out during the QSO and to save the postage QSL via RSARS QSL bureau run by 
G3HSE………….Address inside the front cover……………………………………………….. 
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RSARS ROLL OF HONOUR 
COMPILED AND SUMITTED BY RON COX 

 
The following member has produced the necessary 341 QSL cards and has been issued with his 
ROLL OF HONOUR 300 AWARD: 

BILL WINDLE, G8VG. (AWARD No.1) 
 

This is a great achievement, Bill, and the congratulations of all members are most certainly in order, 
so we at HQ will say it for everyone: VERY WELL DONE. And here's to your 400. (For interest, Bill 
now holds awards as follows: 1st, 2nd and 3rd class, Special award 200, Special award 300 and a total 
roll of THREE HUNDRED AND FORTY ONE MEMBERS CONFIRMED). 

(Hey Ron, who's that standing over there with Bill Windle?) 
 

The following members have produced the necessary 25 QSL cards and have been issued with their 
THIRD CLASS AWARD: 
 
         EUROPE ZONE 14 
            
 OVERSEAS (13 CARDS) 
01 G2KK 530 30 DL5ZZ 406 01 9H1BE 469 
02 G3JVD 190 31 G3XBA 225 02 VS6AL 440 
03 G3HSE 352 32 G3WNI 521 03 VS6AA 282 
04 G8VG 340 33 G3RYF 599 04 
05 G3HWL 400 34 G3EJF 004 05 ZC4HS 142 
06 G3XSN 343 35 G2BTO 374 06     9M2DQ 300                                            
07 GM3PIP 051 36 G3NOB 613 07 MP4TAF 588 
08 G3HBE 252 37 DL5XW 366 08 MP4TDA 046       09
 G3WEO 446 38   09 5Z4LS 293 
10 G2HKU 295 39 GW3ASW 559      
11   40 G3HPJ 614   
12 G3WQI 421 41 G3XUR 426 
13 G3WMZ 506 42 G3UAA 454 
14 GM3NKO 227 43 G3UXH 172  
15 G3XTL 334 44 G3UTI 163 
16 G3WZQ 361 45 
17 G2CVY 270 46 G3BWV 684 
18 DL5YQ AFF6 47 G3ENE 274  
19 GI3JEX 544 48 GW3RVG 699 
20 G3UTX 370 49 G3IR 560 
21 G3XHJ 232 50 GI3KVD 671 
22 G3NCZ 429 51 G3ZDP 444 
23 DL5YS 092 52 
24 G2HNL 229 53 G3YSK 692   
25 G3VZP 233 54    
26 G3RUS 122 55 G3XVO 519    
27 G3WPW 278 56 GM3LWS 089    
28 G3EYD 511 57       
29 DL6AA 379 58 G3UAA 454 
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The following 
award numbers 
have been 
intentionally 
missed EUROPE: 
11, 38, 45,  
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THE LAST OF THE MP4's 
                                                       

By Ray Webb G3EKL 
 
                      
 

This is really a follow up of an article in the Autumn '69 
Mercury entitled "The Sharjah Saga or How Derek Did it" 

 
 

Derek (G3RKN-588) and I worked amicably enough together despite the inevitable QRM caused by 
being only five hundred yards apart, It was resolved by a combination operating on different bands or 
more often than not of holding the fort with ZC4HS on the then thriving Signals Fifteen metre net, 
with extremely rapid knob twiddling when one or other of us transmitted. (Short breaks were a great 
laugh, particularly with the cans on)  

Derek went back to G in October '69 and left me a clear (RF) field. At that time MP4TDA 
comprised an SR150 and HA14 both kindly loaned by Stan Symons (G3DSS - 003). The power 
supply for the linear caused quite a few headaches for a time with silicons failing at a prodigious rate, 
the odd electrolytic going too and the transformer, a very ancient one from a defunct GEC transmitter 
that Derek had wheedled out of IAL, cooking quite regularly, So the MP4TAF PSU was 
ceremoniously transferred to my shack by four heaving and sweating LEC (Locally Employed 
Civilians or more realistically referred to as 'Lethargic Eastern Chaps'(?)). I was a little unsure of the 
shack floor as it was where I slept and what with the weight of the PSU, the fridge, so frequently (and 
sometimes rudely) mentioned by certain Society members and of course my good self, I feared that it 
was beyond the design load factor for the building But all was well and the PSU settled in one corner 
quite happily. 

So back in business with the HA14 in full song, into an ATU and the vee beam that's been in use 
since early July. The vee was a nice aerial - each leg was a hundred metres long and the angle 
between them one of thirty-six degrees, but unfortunately it was not too high, a mere twenty feet 
above the sand. Regrettably, due to the layout of the surrounding buildings and the vagaries of the 
local authorities, the vee faced the wrong way favouring VK, but it fired up well and despite 
arguments as to the Great Circle bearing from Sharjah to G it allowed all band operation with no pain 
or strain, (It wasn't terminated). 

By December '69, I was advised that I would be staying in MP4 for a couple of years instead of the 
usual nine month tour (no I hadn't been a bad boy) so I made a package deal with Maurice Caplan 
(then VS6AA - 282) who had written in jocular vein to say that he had found that his linear didn't 
really help him much on receive and did I know of anyone who wanted a second hand FL DX2000A. 
I replied "Certainly, I do, please, and while you are about it, I'm very interested in your FT 250 and a 
mains PSU". 

And so it came about around early March '70 that three packages reached me from VS6 and I was in 
business with a brand new rig (the first time ever since holding a call sign) and a good, used linear. 
What heaven. I was hearing stations that just hadn't been there before, even Ten was showing signs of 
life. But unfortunately in transit the linear had travelled badly and the 6KD6s had suffered. I was due 
away to G for a few weeks leave very soon after this so I decided the best thing to do was to revalve 
the linear with more robust bottles. 

I mulled this over quite a bit and settled for either a clutch of TZ 40s (there seemed to be a plentiful 
supply in Derek's old shack) or else a pair of QY 125s. So during my wanderings on leave, various 
members were pestered to check their junk boxes for four pin UX bases and the rather more difficult 
QY 125 bases.  Alex Glover ( G2HNL - 229 )  thought he had some  4 pin UX  
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bases and gave me permission to rummage around his junk area. That was an experience in itself. It 
could be that this is the normal 'civvy' type of junk box but the Service member, QSYing roughly 
every three years or so, is always in conflict with the XYL as to what should take priority in the 
family MFP-household goods (always accorded the highest priority), the harmonics battered toys 
("You can't throw that away-he/she loves it"), or, dare it be mentioned, invaluable radio spares. So his 
junk box suffers badly, expanding rapidly in direct ratio to his scrounging ability during a posting, 
only to be left behind on leaving some DX location where possibly all sorts of goodies were on sale 
(?) in the local market at a give-away price. But I digress - Alec had an Aladdin's Cave 'par 
excellence' and I soon found the bases I needed. A week or so later Stan (G3DSS) mistakenly let me 
see a pair of well used QY 125 bases and after much persuasion he allowed me to take them on the 
strict understanding that they were to be replaced - I hope he's forgotten. 

After an excellent leave I returned back to Sharjah toward the end of April and by one of those 
strange strokes of fate G3DSS was already in situ in Dubai about twelve miles down the road from 
me. This resulted in a combined attack on the FL DX 2000. 

I said earlier that there was a plentiful supply of TZ 40s in MP4 but I hadn't realised how old this 
stock was. Sufficient to say that, out of sixteen that were found it wasn't possible to get a set of four 
that were really serviceable. This took a couple of afternoons to determine but after firing up the 
linear and slowly working our way through the boxful of bottles it was obvious that the TDA after 
burner was not destined to percolate with TZ 40s. We had a marvellous firework display in one of the 
tubes whilst others glowed mysteriously like voltage stabilizers with mauve and orange hues, but 
overall, no go. So that idea was shelved and the PA box hacked about to take a pair of QY 125s (you 
think I'm joking) and away we went again. Much better this time and after some dextrous twiddling of 
the ATU controls the five hundred watt lamp we were using as a dummy load (why not be 
ambitious?) glowed reassuringly. This was with the FL DX 2000 HT supply of 1300 volts, but I 
wasn't satisfied (seldom am, so some people say) and I started angling for more volts. The HT tranny 
in the FL DX 2000 has a secondary giving 860 volts at an ampere and is 'bridged' for the design 
supply. I squeezed three more electrolytics in under the chassis added some more silicons in a voltage 
doubler network - and prayed. There were snags (like the plastic capacitor covers objecting to too 
many volts - amazing just how effective the 'Jungle' or black masking tape can be; and the PA tuning 
condenser vanes were a bit too close for comfort) but these were ironed out and the QY 125s settled 
down after a couple of days with a comfortable 2 KV on load, pootling quietly along. 

The signal was good and clean (by then) and everybody seemed happy (except possibly the Iron 
Curtain prefixes as I suffer from a built in filter that rejects all UA and similar type of calls). 

Then followed the most pleasant spell of operating from Sharjah. The fifteen metre band was still 
well open until the end of 1970 and QSOs were numerous and varied; sometimes a sharp sixty 
minutes long path to the W6 area with as many reports (and don't they love it); more often prolonged 
rag chews with friends and members and sometimes skeds on the lower frequencies as requested, But 
always communicating and more often than not emanating the Cops motto and getting "Through" Old 
friends were found again, some last worked some twenty odd years ago from VS1BA, and good 
friends from G 80 metre days who had 'gone HF' whilst the sun spot cycle still offered some DX - it 
was marvellous to be alive.  

But then came 1971 and such a marked fall off in conditions that Fifteen was rough, Twenty even 
worse and Ten empty apart from the odd meandering UA. It became a struggle to make QSOs. Skip 
fluctuated hourly and conditions swung between poor and hopeless. G's were few and far between and 
RSARS member virtually non-existent. I used the BBC on 21470 as a guide for the Fifteen metre 
band their 11 metre transmission as a shot for Ten but you can get some idea how things had changed 
when I say that the BBC signals dropped frequently to S2 or couldn't even be heard. I started getting 
worried and borrowed a signal generator to make quite sure that the rx was 100%. It was, half a 
microvolt was clearly audible and fifty gave me S9 on the meter still so flap off. 
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Despite assurances from various wise Ws that conditions would improve after the Spring equinox 
and, when they didn't, that they must get better in the Fall (they couldn't really be wrong then because 
they couldn't get any worse) it wasn't until October that things began to perk up. By then I had sent 
the linear home, the vee beam was dismantled and the ATU also on its way to G as I had had a 
whisper that I was on my way. But this got delayed, and I fell back on a fixed home made two 
element beam on Europe for Fifteen and a full wavelength of wire fed at the quarter wave point for 
Twenty. I also had two dipoles on one coax strung up for Eighty and Forty. The log started filling up 
rapidly again but with the change in G land back to GMT, contacts with UK stations were still fairly 
infrequent. Fifteen was dead by 1500Z and Twenty followed pretty quickly afterward and of course 
the European QRM was difficult to penetrate. But the rest of the world was to be found and the last 
couple of months were spent in trying to satisfy the hundreds of amateurs who hadn't worked MP4T 
before. 

And so to the end of a most enjoyable two and a half years. Highlights were numerous; like the daily 
skeds with Bert (G3XSN- 343) during 69/70 (it took me a long time before I believed that Bert really 
did work), with the HQ Station and Colin (bless him); Roger(G3YB0 - 386) who seemed to find me 
almost daily; searching technical discussions, or perhaps arguments would be the better word, with 
Maurice (G3BZ - 639); ...various Society events. particularly the anniversary contacts, and so on - the 
list would be never ending. Amidst all of this, whatever the conditions, up would pop Derek (G3UPY 
- 294) on CW. Derek would winkle me out from anywhere be it Ten, Fifteen or Twenty, on SSB or 
CW. It was always a great pleasure to have a few words with him and his fifty watts and his fifty foot 
of wire. But so it was with so many of you - I've 'yakked' with over two hundred members whilst in 
Sharjah and thoroughly enjoyed it all - I haven't had two hundred confirmations at the time of writing, 
but whilst there's life there's hope. 

I would like particularly to thank G3XSN, W3RX, ZC4HS and 9M2GF for their prompt assistance 
at different times in procuring bits and pieces to replace defunct components and G3RKN who 
unearthed all sorts on my initial arrival in the Gulf (by the way. Derek, do YOU QSL ?). 

I close with a warm thank you to many of you for making my spell in the sun so enjoyable. The next 
QTH is in Wiltshire where I hope to settle for three years and I look forward to meeting old 
acquaintances on Eighty and Forty.  

73 to you all 
de Ray 
MP4TDA/G3EKL - 046 

 
 (With the withdrawal of the British presence from the Gulf at the close of 1971, the MP4 prefix 
should cease. At the time of going to print the new prefix is not known - Ed) 
 

************************** 
ERE CALLBAND BEGINS……………. 

QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL QSL 
VIA THE RSARS QSL BUREAU RUN BY G3HSE…ADDRESS INSIDE THE FRONT COVER. 
 

*************************** 
Just QSO'd another member ?????????????? 
Then why not send him a QSL card to confirm the contact………… 
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VERIFICATION 
I'LL STAY RIGHT HERE! 

BY MAURICE CAPLAN (EX VS6AA) DA2YW (282) 
 
"Thank you, sir. Here's your receipt. Hope you'll stay with us again next time you're in town".  
"I sure will.....Oh say, I forgot to ask you for a verification form"  
"A verification form? How's that sir?"  
"A verification form. The one I have to submit to the ARRL to prove that I've been here in the Last 
Chance Motel for the past week"  
"Oh, yes, sir. I didn't know you were a ham. Now let me see.., we have a whole mess of ARRL forms 
here. There ain't much goes on in a guy's private life the League don't want to know about,....here we 
are - 'Verification Form for WHAM - Worked/Heard All Motels' say, isn't this the award that replaced 
DXCC?"  
"That's right. After the hoohah about guys operating from non-existing rocks - and especially after the 
'Dollar-a-point' scandal - the League had to crack down." 
"Dollar a point...? I never heard about that." 
"No" it was hushed up. Seems there were guys who were in the habit of contributing towards the 
expenses of Dxpeditioners. Hoping this would improve their chances of a contact with the DX station. 
Some of the DXpeditioners took advantage of this by starting the scheme. The idea was that for every 
dollar a guy chipped in he was credited with one 'S' point. Before the DXpedition took off the chief op 
would make it known that he expected the noise level at the DX spot to be, say S5. This meant you 
had to kick in six bucks to be sure of breaking through, the noise level. 
Then at some time during the operation the DX man would make it known that the noise level had 
increased or decreased, depending on how business was going. If business was bad the DX man might 
come up on 15 phone and say 'Gee, noise level is right down to S1.' So then the DX-hunters would get 
on the landline to the DX mans stockbroker and say 'Gimme two bucks worth on fifteen and two on 
ten' Then the stockbroker would "hoot off a cable to the DX man sitting in his hotel room in Hon.. I 
mean sitting on this rock in the Pacific and the cable would include a list of people who had brought 
stock and so the DX man would know who to listen for. You could minimise the risk of not being 
heard by chipping in twenty right off. Twenty bucks worth of stock meant that you didn't even have to 
switch on your rig to get a card from the DX man, with a guaranteed 5 and 9 report.  

Guy I knew in Des Moines used to have a standing arrangement with his bank manager. Every time 
a DXpedition went off somewhere the bank manager would buy in on this guys behalf. The bank 
manager used to take all the ham mags, so he knew who was going where and when. Anyway, this 
guy died but, due to a fault in the banks computer, the bank manager went right on buying stock as the 
occasion arose. Eventually this guy got DXCC four years after he died. 

This finally convinced the League that DXCC would have to. So now we have WHAM and I'm one 
of the guys who go around putting rare motels on the air. You sure gotta rare one here friend - no 
airport or railroad station and only a twice-monthly bus service to Anode Bend. No wonder I had such 
pile ups. Now lets get on with the verification form, or I'll miss my bus." 
 "OK, Here we go. Check that you have the following in your possession before crossing the state 
line, otherwise the ARRL Federal men who check all bus passengers will pick you up. Being caught 
without correctly certified papers can get you three to five years on the banned list. Birth certificate, 
passport, social security card, four photographs, carbon copy of station log.....you gotta admire the 
League for being so thorough, state age, sex, religion, political affiliation, marital status, bank 
balance...." - 
 "Hey, there goes my bus" 
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"Gee, I'm sorry, Never mind; there'll be another one in two weeks time. 
It will take us that long to finish the form...Now lets carry on: Educational background, class of 
amateur licence held, other hobbies.." 
(Copied from the October issue of "OHM" a Pacifica Publication, Hong Kong, 1969. Not to be 
published without express permission of Pacifica Publications Ltd.) 
 

************************* 
AHOY THERE. 
 
 There is no limit to the ingenuity of the fashion designers............... 
 
Now, at last, all you sailing "hams" can buy a sea blue tie with a mechanism in the lining which knots 
it in various places at the press of a button. The makers claim that it will do 20 knots an hour. 
If you are incapable of doing 20 knots an hour then I can recommend a tie which is happy doing one 
knot a day. I refer to the RSARS tie a good quality Crimplene and Terylene tie in dark blue with 
alternate angular rows of "Jimmy" and RSARS badges. Furthermore it is manually controlled. 
Designed by Lt Col Des Barry G3ONU (076) assisted by Capt. Ray Webb MP4TDA/G3EKL (046) 
their design philosophy was based on the fact that some "hams" unlike sailing "hams" get sick if they 
do more than one knot a day. The manually controlled ties are available from the General Secretary 
price £1.28 post paid. 

************************* 
 

 
 
 

Members of the FOC and visitors sat down in the banqueting suite at Lords Cricket Ground to a 
dinner consisting of Turtle Soup, Cabillaud en Mornay, Roast Duckling with orange salad, Lemon 
Mousse, finishing with Coffee and Turkish Delight. 

The retiring president G3IEW addressed a gathering of nearly 140 members and guests. Eleven 
countries were represented at the dinner. GB2FOC was on the air from the banqueting suite 
throughout the proceedings. Sitting at the presidents left was the Hon. Secretary of First Class CW 
Operators Club, Bill Windle G8VG (340). The new president is G2PL. 

Allan Browning G8TK (344) was also there and met quite a few RSARS members including 
MP4TDA (home on leave at that time), DA2YW, G3XSN, G2KK, G3RKN "standing around the 
counter". Our QSL manager Dave, G3HSE, won one of the "swindle prizes" in the form of a bottle of 
rare old vintage brandy. Dave, not having a liking for the stuff, and noting the longing in the eyes of 
certain RSARS members, "did pull the bung out', and shared the contents with friends, thereby 
resisting all pressures to a request to save it for Christmas. 
 A convivial evening was had by all. 

De 'KPQ 
************************* 

 
HS1 Stn during QSO "What do you think of Buddha" 
G Stn  "It's a bloody sight better than margarine" 

************************* 

To those who subscribe Annually...........your subscription for 1972 is now due. When you send it 
please quote your RSARS number....... Tnx . 

************************* 
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The 24th Post War Annual Dinner of FOC held on 2nd October 1971 



A STUDY OF TEST EQUIPMENT BY G5YN.      Continued 
from the Autumn edition…... 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

An instrument which in addition to its primary function is also very useful for measuring inductance 
and capacitance is the "Q" meter. As regards the primary function, "Q" is a measure of the quality of a 
coil. The lower the losses in a coil the higher its quality or "Q". The losses in a coil are composed of: 

(i)   Series RF resistance. Due to skin effect this is higher than its DC resistance. 
(ii)   Shunt resistance due to leakage in the insulation of any material on which the coil is 

wound. 
(iii)   Dielectric losses of any materials used for mounting the coil. 
(iv)   Power wasted by circulating currents induced in any lossy conductors e.g. screens in 

the field of the coil.  
Items (ii), (iii), (iv) are usually small compared with (i) and all the losses are therefore lumped 

together, assumed to be covered by (i) and called R in the formulae. 
Now "Q" is a function of resistance, inductance and frequency and is defined as the ratio of 

reactance to resistance. 
 
i.e                     where                          See Annex A.(To follow in later article) 
 

 
AT RESONANCE   
 
VOLTAGE ACROSS 
 
VOLTAGE ACROSS  
 

 
 
In a series tuned circuit, Figure 23, the reactances of L and C at resonance are equal and opposite 

and cancel out and the only opposition to the flow of current round the circuit is the lumped resistance 
R. The lower this resistance the greater will be the current flowing round the circuit and the greater 
the voltage developed across L and C and, by definition, the higher the Q of the circuit. At resonance 
these two voltages are equal and opposite. Thus if a standard voltage is injected into the circuit a valve 
voltmeter applied across either L or C may be calibrated in terms of the Q of the circuit. It is 
comparatively easy to construct a very low loss condenser. Therefore it is assumed that all the circuit 
losses are lumped in the coil and that the Q of the circuit is the Q of the coil. 
 
A Q meter thus consists of three main parts: 
(i)   A calibrated variable frequency RF generator whose output is adjustable to a standard value. 
(ii)   The tuned circuit under investigation. 
(iii)   A valve voltmeter for measuring the voltage developed across the tuned circuit and calibrated 
in terms of Q. 
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